Abstract: In this paper, we combine multidimensional welfare analysis and entropy metrics to derive not only the best relative weights but also substitution degree among different attributes to construct multidimensional indices of well-being with CHIPS 2002 data. The aggregate indicators may be used for multidimensional poverty and inequality assessments. We follow Maasoumi's two-step measures of multivariate inequality to calculate the inequality for three social groups in China, urban residents, migrants, and rural residents. The two step approach provides an aggregation formula which is numerically identified in this paper based on a metric entropy distance measure between the distribution of the aggregate well being functions, on the one hand, and the distribution of the self reported "happiness" indicator. We compare the differences in relative weights and substitution degree for the three groups, and link them to some institutional factors. We find that incorporating substitution among attributes, and taking into consideration group heterogeneity are very important in multidimensional analysis of well-being.
Introduction
It is now generally accepted that well being and policy are best viewed in many dimensions, and related indices. However, there is an inevitable lack of consensus on which attribute dimensions to include, the relative weights for each, and the substitution between the attributes. In Decancq and Lugo (2013) 's paper, a discussion is given of different approaches to determine the relative weights in multidimensional indices of welfare, one of which is to infer information on weights based on self-reported "happiness". Nardo et al. (2005) proposed a regression of life satisfaction on various variables to derive the relative weights. However, this approach suffers from a number of disadvantages. First, there is over reliance 1 on self reported indicator of "happiness". Secondly, it is complex to take into consideration explicit non-linear relationships in regressions. Thirdly, this approach does not handle the substitution relationship among different attributes in a satisfactory manner. In this paper we propose a different strategy. Firstly, we adopt ideal aggregation functions that combine different attributes so as to minimize general entropic divergence between the aggregate's distribution, and the distributions of the constituent attributes. This procedure leaves the parameters of the aggregator function undetermined. But these parameters can be obtained to, again, minimize the entropic divergence between the distribution of the aggregates and the distribution of any desired measure of "happiness". A metric entropy measure is a proper measure of "distance" and suitable to compare two or more distributions, with a minimand that identifies weights and other parameters uniquely. This offers an aggregation formula, as in Maasoumi (1986) , which is extended in this paper by a numerical optimization routine to identify suitable numerical values for weights and other parameters. These numerically identified well being measures provide a basis for multidimensional consideration of poverty and inequity.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce Maasoumi's twostep measures of multivariate well-being and inequality; In Section 3, we introduce the two metric entropy measures; Section 4 describes the numerical optimization procedures; Section 5 contains the empirical results based on CHIPS; and Section 6 provides the conclusion and potential future research directions.
Multivariate Measure of Well-Being and Inequality
It has been widely accepted that only using one attribute (usually income or GDP) to measure individuals' or countries' welfare is insufficient. We should incorporate more attributes (especially non-tradable ones) to obtain more comprehensive information. However, including more attributes brings in the problem of aggregation, that is how to aggregate different indicators of well being to represent the welfare level. Maasoumi (1986) proposed a twostep measure of multivariate inequality. In the first step, he used different attributes to construct a welfare aggregate or "average", and in the second step, he calculated the inequality index using each person's welfare evaluation obtained in the first step. We now describe this two-step measures of multivariate inequality method in detail.
In the first step, we address the aggregation problem using the Generalized Entropy measure to have a representation of the divergence between the multiple distribution of the attributes, on the one hand, and the distribution of the latent aggregator index, on the other. Let S i be the individual i's aggregate welfare, which can be seen as individual's utility evaluation or welfare assessment. Let X ij be individual i's amount of jth attribute. Then we can define the multivariate Generalized Entropy measure of closeness as follows:
2 where α j s are the relative weights of each attributes( m j=1 α j = 1). By minimizing the D β function regarding S i s, which are subject to restriction that
s.t.
we can get our welfare or aggregate function
These are different averages of the attributes for each person, and the elasticity of substitution between different attributes is 1/(1+β). By minimizing the "divergence measure "D β , we make the welfare vector S = (S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n ) as close to their corresponding multivariate attributes as possible. From Information Theory, the vector S absorbs all the objective information from data, and any deviation from S will cause some distortion. The underlying assumption in this step is that we know the exact weights for different attributes(α j s) and substitution degree between attributes(β). However, in reality, we do not know. Finding out the parameters is one main issue in this paper, and we will discuss it later. There is also a welfare theoretic basis for this conundrum. Every scalar aggregator endows individual attributes with weights, and levels of substitution, that reflect social valuations. Arrow's impossibility theorems speak to the difficulty of reaching consensus. Generalized entropy measures are equivalent, up to monotonically increasing transformations, very flexible welfare functions. But this merely identifies a family of aggregator functions. The choice of a metric entropy which satisfies the triangularity property of distances resolves some of this indeterminacy, but not all. Here "calibrating" toward the distribution of observed "happiness" will find parameter values that would be required to "match" the underlying attributes and their valuations to the "happiness" observation. No more, and no less. In the second step, Maasoumi (1986) adopted the Generalized Entropy Index on inequality for the S i distribution as the measure of multidimensional inequality, that is
where p i is individual i's population share (usually = 1/n), and S * i is normalized S i which is divided by the total K = n i=1 S i .
Two Metric Entropy Measures
The entropy measures of similarity or association we will introduce below are supported by a set of desirable axiomatic properties. These include invariance to nonlinear (monotone) transformations, invariance to dimensionality, capability to reproduce correlation and other linear measures of linear association (when that is appropriate as for jointly Gaussian variables), metricness, normalization, and others. In Maasoumi and Racine (2002) 's and Granger et al. (2004) 's paper, they proposed a metric entropy to test dependence of two univariate variable X and Y , which is "Matusita-Bhattacharya-Hellinger measure of dependence"(we call it metric entropy measure 1 later) given by
where f (x, y) is the joint pdf of X and Y , f 1 (x) is the marginal pdf of X, and f 2 (y) is the marginal pdf of Y . This metric is able to measure the non-linear dependence relationship between X and Y , with the range [0, 1). S ρ is zero when X and Y are independent variables and is positive but less than one otherwise. Because it is a metric, we can say the larger it is, the farther the two variables are from independence. For discrete or categorical variables, suppose X ∈ {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m }, Y ∈ {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n }, joint probability mass function is P xy (i, j) = P rob(X = x i , Y = y j ) and the corresponding marginal probability mass functions are P x (i) = P rob(X = x i ) and P y (j) = P rob(Y = y j ), then we can rewrite (9) as
This metric can also be used to measure the distance between the distributions of X 1 and X 2 if we write it in the following form(we call it metric entropy measure 2 later)
Equation (11) measures the closeness of random variables X 1 and X 2 's distributions. S ρ equals zero if they have identical distribution, and it is positive and less than one otherwise.
Larger S ρ means that the difference between their distributions is larger. For discrete or categorical variables, suppose X 1 , X 2 ∈ {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } 1 , and the corresponding probability mass functions are P 1 (i) = P rob(X 1 = x i ) and P 2 (i) = P rob(X 2 = x i ), and then we can rewrite (11) as
4 Numerical Procedure 
Variables
In attribute selection, we include five attributes proxying in four types. The first and second attributes are household per capita income(income for short later) 4 and household per capita net asset(net asset for short later), which represent "economic" conditions. For income, it is net income, and we adjust it for provincial CPI and household composition(children count as one half). In Maasoumi and Nickelsburg (1988) and Pasha et al. (2005) 's papers, they both used annual nominal income. And because in CHIPS there is information about assets and debts, we also choose household per capita net asset to capture "permanent income". For urban residents, CHIPS has information about annual personal income, and we calculate household per capita income by taking the average of personal incomes in the same household. For migrants, we calculate household per capita income by dividing the answer to "Total household income from working in cities and family production in 2002" by the size of household. For rural residents, we use total annual household income divided by family size. For net asset, we first calculate the household net asset by total household financial asset(for rural residents, we also include fixed productive assets) minus total household debt and then divide it by household size. The third attribute is household per capita usable house area(house area for short later) 5 , which reflect the housing conditions. In Pasha et al. (2005)'s paper, they used building area. In this paper, we use usable house area for two reasons. First, usable house area reflects better how much space the person can use and live in. Second, most migrants cannot afford buying or renting a whole apartment in cities so they share apartments or rooms with other people. Thus, CHIPS only has data on usable house area for migrants. To calculate household per capita usable house area, we divide the usable house area by family size for urban residents and by the number of family members living together for migrants and rural residents. The fourth attribute is health. It is the answer to body conditions, which contains five categories, "Worst", "Worse", "Just so-so", "Good" and "Very good", and we assign number 1 to 5 to them respectively. The fifth attribute is years of education(education for short later), which represent human capital (Maasoumi and Nickelsburg, 1988) . Statistical summaries are in Table 1 . In calculating the individual's welfare S, the weights indicate the relative importance of different attributes. To eliminate the effects of the scale difference in attributes, we normalize them by calculating the "shares" of attributes to the total amount in their group, i.e. dividing individuals' attribute amount by the total amount in their group. This is also consistent with research in happiness, which finds that relative amount plays an important role in determining happiness or subjective well-being. One exception is net asset because for some observations the values of net asset are negative. We add the absolute value of the minimal net asset(which is negative) in the group to each person within the group and then calculate their share of net asset. Another variable we use is the happiness level. The question for interviewees is "Generally speaking, do you feel happy?", and their answers can be categorized into "very happy", "happy", "so-so", "not very happy", "not happy at all", and "don't know". 6 We keep observations with the first five answers and assign values 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively to interviewees' reported happiness. Table 2 shows the reported happiness distributions in the three groups.
Choosing Parameters
In assessing the multi-dimensional welfare of individuals, one critical issue is to choose the parameters, i.e. weights for different attributes α j s and the substitution degree β. Given the data, the choice of parameters determines everyone's welfare and then the distribution, which can be used to conduct some research on inequality or implement some policy analysis. However, there is no wide consensus on how to choose these parameters. In this paper, we will choose the parameters using a method similar to calibration, which can be included in the category "Hedonic Weights" in Decancq and Lugo (2013)'s paper. Simply speaking, we search the whole parameter space to find the set of parameters making the distance of reported happiness and objective measures of individual welfare smallest. To measure the distance between reported happiness and welfare, we adopt the two methods mentioned in Section 3.
Given individuals' attributes and parameters, we can calculate individuals' welfare S i 's, which can be seen as continuous variables across observations. To compare the individuals' welfare with their reported happiness, we transform individuals' welfare into discrete variables. The procedure is as follows: first, we normalize S i into the range [0, 1] by
where S It is possible to be economical in searching the parameter space 7 , We adopt algorithms to reduce the computation burden and time, as follows:
Step 1: Rough Search First, we go through the parameter space roughly and record fifty best parameter sets. Parameter sets are judged by the smallest distance between reported happiness and welfare given the parameter set in different measures. For the first measure of Section 3, that is (9) and (10), the larger the value the smaller the distance between reported happiness and calculated welfare because it indicates the dependence of reported happiness and welfare in the individual level. We call it "Metric entropy measure 1" and denote it as S 1 ρ . For the second measure of Section 3, that is (11) and (12), the smaller the value the smaller the distance between reported happiness and calculated welfare because it indicates the difference between reported happiness and individual welfare in the distribution level. We call it "Metric entropy measure 2" and denote it as S 2 ρ . In this rough search, we set the interval of weights α j s as 0.05 8 and the interval of substitution degree β as 0.01, and we let α j s change in {0, 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 0.95, 1.00} with 5 j=1 α j = 1 and β change in {0, 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.99, 1.00}. Then we record fifty best-performed parameter sets in each measure for future use.
Step 2: Refinement
After we get results from the rough search in the step 1, we conduct some refinement and obtain best parameter sets with α j s' change interval as 0.01. Due to the huge computation burden, we only make more accurate search around the best fifty results from step 1 9 . Let us denote any of the results from step 1 as (β 1 , α 1 1 , α 1 2 , α 1 3 , α 1 4 , α 1 5 ). In the refinement step, we let β change in the range [β 1 − 0.01, β 1 + 0.01] with interval 0.01 and each α j change in the range [α 1 j − 0.05, α 1 j + 0.05] with interval 0.01, and α j s also need to satisfy 5 j=1 α j = 1. And after comparing the distances between happiness and different parameter sets, we record best-performed one hundred parameter sets in this step.
Step 3: Bootstrap
In a sense, the best S 1 ρ and S 2 ρ can be regarded as an estimate based on a specific data sample. To report some degree of reliability, we bootstrap nonparametrically from the data 7 In theory, it is very intensive to search all of the parameter space because it is continuous. 8 If we reduce the αjs' interval to 0.01, the computation time will increase approximately 5 4 = 625 times. 9 The implicit assumption is that there is continuity with respect to parameter intervals. We make some trials and find that this holds for well-performed parameters after refinement. With more powerful computation ability, we can let parameters change in smaller intervals, and then the continuity assumption is more plausible. set to test the performance of the one hundred parameter sets recorded in step two. We record the percentage of each parameter set performing best in the bootstrap procedure.
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Numerical Results
The main task above is to find out relative weights for different attributes and their degree of substitution. Then we can interpret the findings in two contexts. The first is welfare analysis, which focuses on multi-dimensional index of wellbeing and, we use certain parameter sets to investigate the inequality in different groups. The second examination is a form of utility analysis, which explains the relative weights as contributions to utility for each attribute. We consider some historical and family characteristics to shed light on findings that help policy decisions. Table 3 shows the best parameter sets for metric entropy measures 1 and 2 in different groups after refinement. The second column is entropy metric S ρ , the third one is β, the fourth to the eighth columns are relative weights for income, net asset, house area, health and education. However, the refinement results may be not robust in the statistical sense. We give the best parameter sets in bootstrap procedure(having the highest percentage to be the best parameter sets) in Table 4 for different metrics with the bootstrap number 999. The second column is the percentage of performing best for the parameter sets. Because there are some very similar parameter sets, so the percentage is not very high. The third to ninth columns are the same to the second to eighth columns in Table 3 . And also we can see that the percentage in metric entropy measure 2 is higher than in metric entropy measure 1, which means parameter sets perform more stable in metric entropy measure 2.
Welfare Analysis
In addition, we can obtain the desired parameter sets by taking the percentage-weighted Table 5 ). In this way, how much weight we give to different parameter sets is the percentage they become the best parameter set in bootstrap procedure, so we give larger weights to parameter sets which perform better in the statistical sense. Another way to calculate the relative weight from the data is using the (normalized) metric entropy measures between each attribute and happiness as their respective relative weights. The results are in Table 6 . However, this results are not consistent with other results. The possible reason is that this method does not take into consideration of substitution effects in different attributes, i.e. β. So it may provide some evidence for the importance of adding attribute substitution into the multidimensional indices of well-being.
Next, we calculate the inequality based on the parameter sets we obtained above. Here we use the best and weighted average parameter sets in bootstrap to calculate individuals' welfare without discretizing them, and then we calculate Theil's first and second indices and generalized entropy index with γ = − 1 2 using R package "ineq". Here we use generalized entropy index with γ = − 1 2 because the metric entropy measure we use is the same entropy Table 7 . The second column is the inequality in reported happiness, where happiness is a discrete variable. The third and fourth columns are inequality of welfare S calculated through the best and weighted average parameter sets in the bootstrap, using metric entropy measure 1. The fifth and sixth columns are inequality of welfare S calculated through the best and weighted average parameter sets in the bootstrap, using metric entropy measure 2. The results for discrete individual welfare are in Table 8 . When we analyze inequality results, we should focus more on results from metric entropy measure 2 because it focuses on the similarity of two distributions. It is interesting to note from Table 7 and Table 8 , that inequality in self reported "happiness" is always higher than that in multidimensional welfare based on entropy metric 2. One possible explanation is that this is due to the substitution between different attributes. Individuals may report based on the most pressing needs and dimensions, as perceived by them at a moment in time. Even though our approach aggregates different dimensions "toward' this self reported indicator, it still allows for formal consideration of other objective indictors. Another possible explanation is that there exist some hidden factors such as personality which affect happiness and are not captured by the variables used in this paper. 10
Utility Analysis
The other way to interpret the best parameter sets we get is to explain them as the utility of different groups, and we can compare the difference across groups. In this sense, parameter sets obtained by metric entropy measure 1 may be more suitable, since using it implicitly imposes a correspondence relationship between reported happiness and aggregated welfare. Thus, we will mainly use the S 1 ρ 's results to represent the utilities in different groups. And because some parameter sets are very close in the results, we group them up. The principle is that substitution degree is within 0.1 from the group mean and the sum of distance of relative weights to group mean is less than 0.2. The results are in Table 9 . For the weighted average parameter sets, the numbers in the parenthesis are the standard errors, and for grouped parameter sets, the numbers in the bracket are the ranges. To gain greater intuition, we plot the absolute value of β and α j s in Figure 1 and 2. By comparing the parameter values of the three groups, we find some similarities and differences. First, it seems the average substitution degrees across different attributes in different groups are relatively similar, and they are different from perfect substitution, which suggests that it may be problematical assuming perfect substitution (as in linear aggregators and regressions). Second, migrants' preference is very similar to urban residents other than for education. Education does not contribute to migrants' utility. A possible explanation is that this phenomenon is related to the Household Registration(Hukou) system in China. There are segregated labor markets in Chinese cities, and migrants are discriminated against for entry in mainly the "good" industries, where "good" means higher wages combined with higher demand for education and skills (Chen et al., 2009 (Chen et al., , 2012 Meng and Zhang, 2001) . Thus, the contribution of migrants' education to welfare is nearly zero. Third, compared with urban residents and migrants, rural residents put most of their weights on health and less on economic factors(income, net asset and house area) and education. On the one hand, from happiness literature (Clark et al., 2008; Luttmer, 2005) , relative income matters a lot for happiness, which means people would like to compare their income and asset with others. Rural residents are less exposed to external world due to lack of media so they are less likely to compare their income or property with others. 11 Thus, economic factors matter relatively less to their utility. On the other hand, the relatively poor medical conditions and lack of medical security in rural area may be another reason why rural residents care more about health. 12
Control for Marital Status
One concern of the above method is that it only includes five attributes due to data limitations, and many other characteristics correlated with happiness are omitted, such as age and marital status. Here we adopt cell decomposition method to address this issue. 13 As is shown in Table 11 in the Appendix, the subgroup/cell differences in characteristics mainly come from marital status rather than age. This is based on summary statistics, including quantiles. Thus, we divide the sample further according to marital status within each group in order to isolate its potential impact.
11 Another possible explanation is that rural residents conduct self-consumed production, and that is not included in the income variable. Thus, income is not relatively important for rural residents. We thank anonymous referee for pointing this out.
12 From Table 1 , we can see that average age of rural residents is not larger than that of urban residents, so age should not be the reason why rural residents care more about health.
13 Another method is regression-or model-based method to adjust all the attributes for age and marital status. One problem is that it is hard to adjust category variables such as happiness and health with this method, another challenge is specification issues for proper modeling for each attribute, and jointly. Table 10 shows the weighted average parameter set for married and unmarried within each group respectively. We can see that substitution degrees are different between the married and unmarried within each group, but especially for urban and rural residents. Although there also exist differences in weights for different marital status, the differences are not very large. It should be noted that migrant group is youngest and most single.
Conclusion
In this paper,with CHIPS2002 data, we combine multi-dimensional welfare analysis and entropy metrics to identify the best relative weights and substitution degree among five attributes which make individuals' welfare have the smallest distance to reported happiness for three social groups, urban residents, migrants, and rural residents. We use the obtained parameter sets to calculate inequality in the three groups. In addition, we compare the differences among the three groups and attempt to link them to institutional factors. Main findings in this paper are as follows: first, substitution among attributes matters for multidimensional indices of well-being; second, there are significant group differences in relative weights of attributes in China, which may be related to some social and institutional factors; third, inequality in calculated welfare from metric entropy measure 2 is less than reported happiness inequality. From this study, we learn that we should incorporate substitution among attributes and take into consideration group heterogeneity in multidimensional assessments of well-being and poverty. This would seem to suggest that one size-fits-all policies are not appropriate for China, and perceptions of well-being, objectively and as self reported, reflect very different concerns, requiring very different approaches. For example, health issues dominate rural perceptions of well being, whereas education and income are more prominent among other groups. Based on finite and different substitution values, it is safe to assume that different groups place very different monetary values on non-monetary attributes. This is quite significant for policy analysis going forward.
There are several potential future research directions. First, we can search more precisely in our numerical algorithms. Second, we can further investigate the role of attribute substitution in multidimensional well-being. Third, we can adopt clustering techniques to identify unique attribute dimensions and reduce double counting (Hirschberg et al., 1991 (Hirschberg et al., , 2001 . Fourth, when CHIPS2007 releases specific data on asset and housing, we can investigate how the relative weights and substation degree change over time. 
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